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Abstract

You are always hearing about how they use ink blots to test the minds of the 
accused. I want to know if there are things other than mental status that affect what 
you see in images.  This presentation will look into how age affects what you see in 
literal illusions. I will be testing on different ages, and I will do everything I can to 
find an answer to this question. 



Introduction

Some of us are older, some younger. All brains work differently, and one way we 
see that is in illusions. We have all seen illusions, and many of us see different 
things in them. There must be many things that affect what we see, but I want to 
know if age affects it. I will be testing how age affects what we see in optical 
illusions. 

My reasons for doing this are that optical illusions could end up being a new thing 
scientists, therapists, and doctors use to find out more about what is going on in 
someone’s head. If people see one thing in an optical illusion, does it mean that 
their brain is more mature, or that something is happening in their life? This might 
be one science fair project, but it could open the gateway to a new way of testing. 



Hypothesis
I think that age is going to change what you see 

in literal illusions. This is because I’ve done 
research, and I know that if you have gone 

through hard times, you will see different things 
than others. People who are older might have 

gone through more trying times, but who knows?

What are Literal 
Illusions?

A literal illusion is a type of optical 
illusion. There are 3 types of illusions. 
They are literal illusions, physiological 
illusions and cognitive illusions. For my 
project, I’m focusing on literal illusions. 
This type is a what-do-you-see-first 
illusion. There are multiple images 
hidden in the bigger picture, and you 
can see multiple things.



Variables

Dependant 
variable-different ages*

Independent variable-what 
you see in the illusion

Controlled variable-which 
illusions are being seen

Variables

*Other experiments looked at 
gender and where someone 
was born as dependant 
variables

Materials

● Survey Monkey*
● Email Address
● Google Slides**
● Graph
● Literal illusions

*For sending the survey out
**For sending out the literal illusion 
test



Procedure

1. Make survey  asking for people who are willing to be part of my experiment
2. Send out survey
3. Get people’s email addresses, so I can contact them
4. Make Google Slides with directions for what to do. (It will have 3 literal illusions 

on it)
5. Have people email me their responses for what they saw in the illusions and 

their age
6. Chart out data and calculate percents
7. Graph out results
8. Watch patterns
9. Get results



SurveyResponses

From my Google Slides, I got 45 
results. 15 were under 20. 9 were in the 
21-40 range. 16 were 41-60. 5 people 
were 61+. This means I had a good 
range to test on. The only problem was 
that some responses were unclear. I 
ignored those, and just did what I could 
with the data I had. 



Presentation

These were the pictures that people saw, and gave me their results. Links to my 
sources are on my research page.
1.        2.     3.



Variables

First Illusion Results
The first illusion was an illusion where you could 
see an old lady, or a girl looking away. On this 
illusion, it seemed like the age group of 61+ saw 
the old lady much more often. 60% of them saw 
an old lady. In the youngest age group, 0-20, 
only 15% of them saw 
the older lady. In the 
21-40 age group, 13% 
of them saw the old 
lady. In the last age 
group, 41-60, 25% saw 
the old lady. It seems 
like the older you are, 
the more likely it is that 
you will see the old 
lady.



Second Illusion Results
On the second illusion, you can see a face, or two 
horses kissing/fighting. These results were also 
very clear. If you are 21-40, you will probably see 
a face. I had many subjects in this age range, and 
not one of them said they saw the horses first. 
Only 19% of the people from 41-60 said they saw 
the face first. the horses first. 40% of 

the 61+ age group said 
they saw horses. This 
was the exact same with 
the 0-20 age group. 
From these results,  it 
seems as though if you 
are between 21 and 60, 
you are most likely to 
see a face in this illusion. 
Other ages may also see 
a horse, but this range  
is the most predictable. 



Variables

Third Illusion Results
For the third illusion, the options to see were a 
man with a mustache, or a girl looking away. 
These results were not as clear, but in the end, 
the 41-60 group was the most likely to see a 
woman.  Only 13% of this age group saw a man. 
The 21-40 range also 
mostly saw a woman, 
with 78% seeing her. 
The 0-20 range only 
saw the man 40% of 
the time. This was the 
same with the 61+ 
group. From this, we 
can say that most 
people see a woman, 
but 21-40 year-olds 
are most likely to see 
her. 



Other Experiments

I also tested gender and location of birth, because I had that information, and I was 
curious. I was going to start with location of birth, but there were too many results that 
were in Arizona specifically, or in general the U.S. I ended up only testing gender, but 
here are my results. I don’t think gender affects what you see in these illusions.



Final Results

From these results, it is clear age does affect what you see in optical illusions. 
Another thing that you can see is that often, the age groups 21-40 and 41-60, will 
have similar results. They will both often see the same things. This isn’t unexpected, 
because they are similar ages. The thing that was unexpected was that 0-20 and 
61+ both got similar results. There is a huge gap in age. This might be because 
children and elderly people are more relaxed than other ages.  

If I did this experiment again, I would have given people options for what they saw. I 
got a lot of unclear responses, so this would have been useful. I also would ask 
them how busy and stressed they felt. The other thing I wish I had was more 
responses.



What’s Next?
● Does stress level affect what you 

see in literal illusions?
● Does education level affect what 

you see in literal illusions?
● Does age affect what you see in ink 

blots?
● Do people with different psychiatric 

conditions see different things in 
illusions?

● Do color blind people see different 
things in literal illusions?

● Does coloring change what you see 
in literal illusions?

To conclude, my hypothesis was correct, and age 
does affect what you see in literal illusions. There 
were lots of struggles along the way, but in the end, 
I got results. I’m happy I decided to do this project, 
because it was fun, and I learned a lot along the 
way.  I did some more research, and found out that 
other studies have also proven that age does affect 
what you see. So, my tests ended up being correct. 
I want to thank both of my parents, for helping me 
spread my survey to enough people, and making 
this possible. I also want to thank you for taking the 
time to read my presentation, and I hope you 
learned something new from this.

Conclusion



Research
https://graphicdesignblog.org/optical-illusion-pictures-hidden-figure.html (Picture)

https://www.cleareyes.com/eye-care-blog/201610/types-optical-illusions (Info and picture in sent out 
presentation)

http://ideate.xsead.cmu.edu/gallery/projects/literal-illusions (Info and picture in sent out presentation)

https://newyork.museumofillusions.us/three-types-of-optical-illusions-museum-of-illusions/ (Info)

Optical Illusions: The Science Behind Visual Perception By: Al Seckel (Info and ideas)

https://www.yourtango.com/2017307558/first-thing-you-see-these-cool-optical-illusions-says-lot-about-you
r-current-situation (Picture in sent out presentation)

https://www.facebook.com/manthanpsychology/posts/literal-optical-illusionsa-literal-illusion-is-when-the-im
age-you-see-is-differe/1983219375143262/ (Picture in sent out presentation)

https://drdeborahserani.blogspot.com/2009/05/can-you-find-ten-faces.html (Picture)

https://www.goillusions.com/2014/08/face-of-man-or-lady-sitting-in-chair.html (Picture)


